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The present study is an attempt to answer the question about whether Arab linguists of the past were
acquainted with the problem of pragmatic intrusion into the semantic or truth
truth-conditional content of
what is said. Using many quotations from the traditional
traditional Arabic books of "usül" (Islamic
jurisprudence) and "balagha" (rhetoric), sufficient evidence was found to support the hypothesis that
Arab linguists of the Middle Ages were well acquainted with the central ideas of the problem. They
engaged in debates and
and controversies very similar to those we find in modern pragmatic literature.
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INTRODUCTION
Recently, many pragmaticists and language philosophers have
started rethinking the semantics/pragmatics interface because
of what has come to be known as "the pragmatic intrusion into
what is said, or into semantics". This was the subject of heated
debate in recent years, especially among pragmaticists and
philosophers like Laurence Horn, Stephen Levinson,
Relevance theorists, Kent Bach and Francios Recanati. The
notion of pragmatic intrusion into the truth conditions of
semantic meaning has rendered the task of drawing
dra
the line
between semantics and pragmatics very difficult and not
without problems. Even Grice himself allowed for pragmatic
processes such as disambiguation, reference assignment and
deixis fixing before the determination of what is said. In the
first part of this paper, an account is given of the modern
notion of pragmatic intrusion as it appears in the literature with
some concentration on Levinson's version. The second part is a
description of traditional Arabic Linguistic ideas and debates
that are similar to the modern pragmatic ones. The modern
notion of pragmatic intrusion contains clear echoes of the
traditional Arabic notion of "mantüqghairsareeh" i.e. the
*Corresponding author: Hisham Ibrahim Abdulla,
Asst. Prof. Iraqi University, Iraq.

inexplicit said, which subsumes the pragmatic aspects of what
is said. The method adopted in the present study is to use many
quotations from traditional Arabic books and compare the
notions and visions of classical Arab linguists with those of
contemporary pragmaticists.
Part I
The Semantics-Pragmatics
Pragmatics interface
Many pragmaticists and language philosophers tried to draw
the dividing line between semantics and pragmatics in terms of
dichotomies such as: conventional/non
conventional/non-conventionalmeaning,
truth-conditional/non-truth-conditional
conditional meaning decontex
tualized/ contextualized meaning, decoded/inferred meaning,
what is said/what is implicated, sentence/utterance, etc.
However, this way of cutting the semiotic pie has recently been
reconsidered. The emphasis had shifted from the distinction
between semantics and pragmatics to the interface or overlap
between them. A radical response to the resulting pragmatic
intrusion into semantics was to abolish the distinction between
the two (e.g. Lakoff 1987, Jackendoff 1990). Levinson (2000)
rejects what he calls the "pragmantics" cocktail that results
from the conflation of pragmatics and semantics, because
pragmatic inference is nonmonotonic and defeasible,whereas
semantic inference is monotonic and nondefeasible.
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The overlap or interaction between the two areas is
uncontroversial. However, the way to characterize it was the
subject of debate. We are going to give very brief accounts of
how Grice, Relevance theorists, Bach, Recanati and Levinson
characterize the relation between the two areas.
Grice's what is said and what is implicated
Grice's (1975, 1989) classical account distinguishes between
what is said and what is implicated (or implicature) by
characterizing the first as follows: (Levinson 2000: 170)
1.U said that P by uttering x iff:
a.X conventionally ("timelessly") means p
b.U speaker-meant p (this condition serves, e.g. to select one of
a number of ambiguous readings)
c.P= the conventional meaning of x minus any Conventional
implicatures (i.e, any non-truth-conditional but conventional
aspects of meaning that 'indicate' but do not contribute to 'what
is said').
(U= utterer, P= proposition, X= linguistic expression)
Thus,what is said includes the truth conditional or propositional
content of the sentence and the conventional meaning of the
sentence minus any conventional implicature. However, before
determining what is said, one has to identify the reference and
to fix deixis and to resolve the ambiguity, and these are cases
of pragmatic intrusion into what is said (see examples 21-25
below).
By contrast, implicature is defined as follows:
2.By saying P, utterer U conversationally implicates q if:
a.U is presumed to be following the maxims,
b.The supposition q is required to maintain (a), and
c.U thinks the recipient will realize (b).
In other words, what is said is the input to what is implicated,
which is the output or product of the comprehension process
with the help of the cooperative principle and Grice's maxims.
Relevance Theorists: Explicature and Implicature
Relevance theorists abandoned the Gricean concept of what is
said. They described the explicit-implicit distinction in terms of
their notion of explicature and implicature. The relevancetheoretic concept of explicature is a combination of
linguistically encoded and contextually inferred conceptual
features. It is an inferential development of one of the
incomplete logical forms encoded by an utterance to yield fully
propositional content. Thus, in the relevance-theoretic frame,
there is the semantic representation or logical form, and that is
the semantic component. There is also the explicature, which is
the logical form after it has been fleshed out inferentially
(Sperber and Wilson 1986,1995, Carston 1998). As an example
of pragmatic enrichment of the semantic component, they give
the often quoted utterance "It will take some time to repair your
watch", where "some time" is enriched to mean:
"considerable or more than expected"(Sperber and
Wilson,1995:139).

We shall see that traditional Arab linguists dealt with this kind
of enrichment under the rubric of (iqtidha),which is the
inferential enrichment "necessary for the truth or acceptability"
of the utterance. Similar examples are "He is somebody" and
"It is something" in the way of praise, and "It is not a thing" in
the way of dispraise. Relevance theorists reserve the term
implicature for what Grice and neo-Griceans would call
particularized conversational implicature (PCI). As for
generalized conversational implicature (GCI), many of Grice's
examples (e.g. implicatures triggered by conjunctions and
numerals) have been reanalyzed as pragmatically determined
aspects of explicit content (Carston, 1998). Relevance theorists
rejected Gazdar's definition of pragmatics as "meaning minus
truth conditions", which conflated linguistic semantics with
truth- conditional semantics, and resulted in the claim that
pragmatic processes should be post-semantic, and should not
intrude into truth conditions.
Bach: Impliciture
Bach (1994) claims that there is a middle area of speaker
meaning between what is said and what is implicated, which he
calls "impliciture" (with an i) by anology with Grice's
implicature. On his account, there is no pragmatic intrusion
into what is said, because the so-called pragmatic intrusion
takes place in the middle ground, which is neither what is said
nor what is implicated. Like Sperber and Wilson's explicature,
it contributes to the enrichment of the incomplete proposition
expressed by a sentence in the form of what Bach calls
“completion” and "expansion", so that it can be truth-evaluable.
Bach (1994) gives the following examples of underdeterminate
propositions or "proposition radicals", and their completion
between square brackets:
3.Gentlemen prefer blondes. [to brunettes]
4.Tipper is ready. [to dance]
5.Steel isn't strong enough. [to support the bridge]
6.Al has finished. [speaking]
7.Strom is too old. [to be a good senator]
8.That lamp is cheap. [relative to other lamps]
9.The king has arrived. [at the palace]
According to Bach, completion is a pragmatic process that
enriches the propositional radicals to yield minimal but truthevaluable propositions.
However, the following sentences do express complete, though
minimal propositions. Nevertheless, they do not express all the
intended meaning;therefore, they need the expansion, added
between square brackets:
10.You're not going to die. [from this cut]
11.I have nothing [appropriate] to wear [to the wedding]
12.Everybody [in my class] is coming [to my party]
13.Jack and Jill are married. [to each other]
14.John has three cars. [at least]
15.He took the medicine and [as a result] he recovered.
The bracketed information in both cases are implicitures. They
are built out of what is said and they are truth-conditionally
relevant.
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However, they are cancellable like implicatures, which are
additional information external to what is said (Bach, 1994,
2001 Horn, 2004):

Disambiguation
21.a. The administrators barred the demonstrators
becausetheyadvocated violence.

16.a. John and Mary are married, but not to each other.
b. He took the medicine and he recovered, but the latter is not
the result of the former.

b. The administrators barred the demonstrators because they
feared violence.

Recanati: Saturation, Free Enrichment and Transfer

22.a. What are they doing in the kitchen?

Recanati's account of the interface between semantics and
pragmatics is similar to that of Relevance theorists. In his view,
what is said involves unarticulated constituents. Three types of
primary pragmatic processes are needed to bridge the gap
between sentence meaning and what is said. They are
Saturation, free enrichment and semantic transfer. In saturation,
a slot or variable is contextually filled or saturated to complete
the proposition expressed by the linguistically decoded logical
form. Saturation is linguistically triggered by expressions like
possessive constructions, unspecified comparison sets and free
variable slots, as in the following saturated sentences:
(Recanati in Huang 2007):
17.I enjoyed reading John's book [the book written by John]
18. Elizabeth is cleverer. [than Naomi]
19. John was late [for the seminar]
By contrast, free enrichment is not linguistically but
pragmatically mandated. It is optional because it does not fill a
gap in the sentence, but only enrich it conceptually. It is
subdivided into strengthening and expansion. The examples
given to illustrate free enrichment are very similar to Bach's
and relevance theorists'above-mentioned examples of
expansion and enrichment.The third type of primary pragmatic
process is semantic transfer. The typical examples are taken
from Nunberg (1979) and fauconnier (1985)
20.a.I am parked out back.
b. Shakespeare is on the top shelf.
c. The ham sandwich left without paying.
Obviously, they are cases of metonymy, which according to
Leech (1969), can be regarded as a kind of ellipsis. Thus,
"Shakespeare" is used to refer to a book written by him, and the
"ham sandwich" refers to the customer who ordered the
sandwich.
Levinson: Generalized Implicature
According to Levinson (2000), neither of the three accounts we
have surveyed is tenable. Pragmatic intrusion is neither an
explicature nor an impliciture, nor the pragmatically enriched
said. It is a case of generalized implicature. On Levinson's
view, implicature can intrude into what is said. He argues that
implicatures play a role not only in the post-semantic
determination of additional propositions, but also in the presemantic assignment of reference, resolution of indexicals,
ellipsis unpacking, disambiguation and generality-narrowing
etc. Below are some examples given by Levinson (2000):

b. What kind of apples are those?
C. They are cooking apples.
23.a. He is an indiscriminate dog-lover; he likes [some cats]
and dogs.
b. He likes [[some cats] and dogs]
c. He likes [some [cats and dogs]]
According to Levinson (2000), arbitrary amounts of world
knowledge and the maxim of relevance are involved in
disambiguating the referent of "they" in examples (21. a,b).
Examples (22. a,b,c) involve morphological ambiguity, which
is resolved via relevance and prosody. As for examples (23.
b,c), scalar GCI is involved in disambiguating the semantic
structure. The GCI in (23. b) is "he likes some- but- not- all
cats"; and the GCI in (23. c) is "he likes some- but- not- all cats
and some-but-not-all dogs". The difference is that in (23. b), he
likes dogs in general.
Indexicals Resolution
24.The meeting is on Thursday


Q-implicates: "not tomorrow" when tomorrow is Thursday.
Levinson (2000) points out that the temporal deictic expression
(Thursday) said on Wednesday will Q-implicate "not
tomorrow", because the speaker did not use (tomorrow) which
is more informative and because there are many Thursdays, but
only one tomorrow at the time of speaking. Levinson gives
other examples of place and person deixis resolution, involving
GCIs and other pragmatic processes.
Reference Identification
25 a. John came in and he sat down.
b. John came in and the man sat down.
According to Levinson (2000), the pronoun (he) in (25. a)is
coreferential with John due to the NeoGricean I-principle
(Grice's "don't say more than necessary"). Thus the speaker
uses a semantically general anaphoric expression (he), and the
hearer gets the semantically more specific interpretation (he)=
John. By contrast, the definite description (the man) in (25. b)
is disjoint in reference with John due to the M-principle (the
speaker uses a marked more prolix anaphoric expression (the
man), and the hearer gets a marked interpretation (the man)
≠John)



In neoGricean terms, (Q) in Q-implicature stands for quantity;
(I) in I-implicature stands for informativeness; (m) stands for
(manner) or (marked).
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Ellipsis Unpacking
26 a. Who came?
a'. John [came].
b. I will, if you will. (by a swimming pool)
b'. I will jump into the swimming pool, if you jump into the
swimming pool.
C. They won't visit May's parents.
C' Old grudge.
Levinson (2000:183) says "Just as the second maxim of
Quantity (don't say more than necessary) or my I-principle
motivates minimal expressions like pronouns, so, together with
a maxim of relevance, it motivates ellipsis". Thus, in (26.a), we
supply the missing predicate from the preceding context. Many
cases of ellipsis are semantic or syntactic rule-governed
processes, where the missing material can be recovered from
the linguistic context using syntactic or semantic rules.
However, in example (26.b) the elided part is recovered from
the physical context (by a swimming pool)with the help of
implicature. Nevertheless, that is not the case in (26.c), where
no rule application, but complex pragmatic reasoning is
responsible for recovering elided constituents.
Generality Narrowing
Levinson (2000) points out that according to Horn, both Qnarrowing and I-narrowing play a systematic role in semantic
change, and he gives the following examples of implicaturebased narrowing (the examples in (27) are based on Qimplicature, and those in (28) are based on I-implicature):
27a. I ate a few of the cookies.
+> not all of them. (Q- narrowing)
b. He hurt a finger.
+> not a thumb. (Q- narrowing)
c. It's a big city.
+> not enormous. (Q)
d. I put the warmpot on the table and left the hot one on the
stove.
+> I put the warm-but-not-hot pot on the table. (Q)
28 a. He had a drink
+> alcoholic drink. (I- narrowing)
b. This is a bread knife.
+> for slicing bread. (I)
c. This is a steel knife.
+> made of steel. (I)
d. Larry's book is about negation
+> the book Larry wrote. (I)
Levinson (2000) remarks that despite apperances, expressions
like (or, not, possible, some, etc.) are univocal, not ambiguous.

Hence, many natural language expressions are so general that
they border on vacuity if pragmatic narrowing of their
generality is not taken into account. In order to be truthconditional, a proposition should be more specific. Thus, in
(28.d) the generality of the possessive in "Larry's book" should
be pragmatically narrowed with the help of Gricean principles
and contextual information. 
Grice's Circle: Finally, Levinson's account gives rise to what
has come to be known as "Grice's circle", namely the paradox
that what is said seems to both determine and be determined by
implicature. Levinson's solution to the problem is to reject the
view that output of semantics is input to pragmatics. Instead,
he suggests that the two are overlapping areas.
Summary
To sum up, all four views agree that what is said, at least
partly, involves more contribution of pragmatics than Grice
recognized. However, Bach, unlike the others, rejects the idea
of pragmatic intrusion because he believes that there is an
intermediate level between what is said and implicature,
namely "impliciture". Levinson disagrees with the others, who
think that the pragmatic inference under question is of a special
kind. He thinks that it is not different from conversational
implicature.
Part II
Traditional Arab Linguists: The Inexplicit Said
Prefatory Remark
In what comes, we are going to deal with the traditional Arabic
version of pragmatic intrusion into what is said. The literature
on this topic is so immense that we have to be selective, and
our account cannot do justice to the subject. We use
"traditional Arab linguists" as an umbrella term that includes
Arab and Muslim jurisprudents (usulies) and rhetoricians
(balaghies), as well as logicians and grammarians.The
method adopted in this study is to use quotations (sometimes
long ones) from Arab linguists and compare their notions and
views with those of modern pragmaticists.
Classification of Types of Meaning
There are several classifications of communicational content,
proposed by "usülies", who were the philosophers of Islamic
law. The aim of "usülfiqh" (principles of jurisprudence) was to
achieve precision in interpreting the intended meaning of the
holy texts, i.e. the Quran and Hadeeth (prophetic tradition). For
lack of space, we focus on one classification, that of Ibn-hajib
(D. 646/1248) in his (Mukhtasar) and the glosses of his
commentators. The majority of usülies, especially the shafiite,
followed his model. According to him, meaning falls into two
main types: "mantüq" (the uttered or said) and "mafhüm" (the
understood or inferred).


see also Sperber and Wilson (1986, 1995) and Recanati (2004)



These separate designations are often misleading because most traditional
Arab scholar were walking encyclopedias.
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Mantüq is further subdivided into explicit (mantüqsareeh) and
inexplicit (mantüqghairsareeh). As we shall see, roughly
speaking, "mantüq" corresponds to Grice's "what is said" in
modern pragmatics, whereas "mafhüm" constitutes part of
GCI, specifically generalized Quantity implicature, which
includes the NeoGricean Q- and I- implicatures. Mafhüm is
also subdivided into "mafhümmuwafaqa" (positive or
congruent) and "mafhummukhalafa"(negative or opposite)
implicatures. Let us quote Taftazani (D.793/1390) in his gloss
on Igie (vol.2, p.171), which is a summary of Ibn-Hajib's
(Mukhtasar): (Text A)

Mantüq is what words mean under the aspect of being
uttered, i.e. it is a proposition of what is mentioned or
one of its states, whether the proposition was mentioned
and uttered or not. Mafhüm is otherwise; it is what
means not under the aspect of being uttered, to be a
proposition of what is not mentioned or one of its states.
The first [type of mantüq] is explicit, it is what the
words were instituted to mean. The inexplicit [type of
mantüq] is otherwise, i.e. it is its implications.

Iqtidha: there is no god [worthy of worship] but Allah.
e. There is no prayer for a mosque neighbor except in the
mosque.
Iqtidha: there is no [preferred] prayer for a mosque neighbor
except in the mosque.
30 Ima'a(Tanbeeh)
a. Surly the pious shall be in bliss, and the wicked shall be in
hell. (v.13,14, s.82)
Ima'a: Surly the pious shall be in bliss [for their piety], and the
wicked shall be in hell [for their wickedness].
b. Respect the knowledgeable, and disrespect the ignorant.
Ima'a: Respect the knowledgeable [for his knowledge] and
disrespect the ignorant [for his ignorance].

The Inexplicit Said (MantüqGhairSareeh)

c. Bedouin: I have had intercourse on the day of the fasts.
The Prophet: Set free a slave.

Then Taftazani addressed the most important notion in this
classification, namely the inexplicit "mantüq": (Text A cont.)

Ima'a: Set free a slave [as an expiation because you have had
intercourse].

The explicit [mantüq] is what words were instituted to
mean. Thus, it means by way of identity [mutabaqa] or
inclusion [tadhammun]; and the inexplicit… by way of
implication [iltizam]. The inexplicit is divided into
"iqtidha'a", "ima'a" and "ishara", because it is either
intended by the speaker or not. If it is intended by the
speaker then, by induction, it is divided into two types:
the first is "iqtidha", upon which logical truth and legal
truth depend.., the second is that which is related to a
proposition (or predication) as an explanation or
justification, without which it would be unexplained. It
indicates causation though inexplicitly. This is called
"tanbeeh" or "ima;a",… and if it is not intended by the
speaker it is called "ishara", and he gave examples.

It is important to notice that Taftazani, unlike Razi, adopts the
arguable view that inclusion is part of the explicit said. Now
we select some examples given by usülies,mostly Quranic
verses, to illustrate the different types of inexplicit said or
mantüqGhairsareeh (henceforth, MGS).

31 Non- Original Intention Ibara (NOI Ibara)
a. They say: "Trading is like usury". But God has
permitted trading and forbidden usury. (v. 275, s.2)
(NOI Ibara):
forbidden.

Trading is permitted and usury is

b. But if you fear you will not deal equitably, then only
one.(v.3, s.4)
(NOI Ibara):
wives.

One should deal equitably with one's

32 Ishara:
-

Permitted to you, upon the night of fasts, is to have
intercourse with your wives. (v.187, s.2)

29 Iqtidha:
a. Forbidden to you are your mothers. (verse 23, surat 3)
iqtidha: forbidden to you [for marriage] are your mothers.
b. Forbidden to you are carrion, blood, the flesh of swine.
(verse 3, surat 5)
iqtidha: forbidden to you [for food] are carrion and the flesh of
swine and [for drink] blood.
c. And ask the town. (verse 82, surat 12)
iqtidha: and ask [the people of] the town.
d. There is no god but Allah.


The quotations are translated into English by the researcher. The original
Arabic texts are shown in the appendix at the end of the paper

Ishara: ritual impurity (janaba) is permitted on the day of fasts.
Interpretation of the (MGS) Examples
The usülie literature is full of highly sophisticated analyses of
those three types of (MGS). The debates about their nature and
where they should be placed on the semiotic map are endless.
Our account cannot but be sketchy and we refer the reader to
the literature. According to usülies,iqtidha refers to
unarticulated meaning components that are necessary for the
truth of the utterance. Thus, strictly speaking, the sentences in
(29) are not only subpropositional or incomplete but also
literally odd: in (29. a,b) forbidding takes as object, entities
such as mothers, carrion, blood, etc., whereas it usually applies
to actions.
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The action variable must be pragmatically supplied by the
hearer in context, as is shown in square brackets in each
sentence, above. For example, in (29.b) the action variable
forbidden in relation to blood is supplied as "drinking" because
it occurs in the "Table" sura, which deals with what is "halal"
(lawful food and drink) and what is not. However, "blood" was
used in a different context in the Prophet's last sermon. He said
"forbidden to you is your blood". The action that was supplied
in relation to blood in that context was "shedding". The
example in (29.c) is a familiar case of metonymy: one cannot
ask the buildings of the town but its inhabitants. As for (29.
d,e), they are literally false because we all know for a fact that
there were many gods other than Allah, worshipped by
different peoples of the world, and that many mosque
neighbors do not pray in the mosque. Hence, we supply the
missing relevant information to make the utterance true and
acceptable.
Obviously this type of (MGS) or inexplicit said is behind many
of the examples of pragmatic enrichment provided by Bach,
Recanati, Relevance theorist and Levinson, under the rubrics
of saturation, expansion, completion, ellipsis unpacking and
enrichment. The other examples are explained by other Usülie
concepts such as (hathf) = ellipsis, (urfamali) = practical
convention and (urfqawli) = speech convention. (See below).
Moving on to consider (Ima'a) or (Tanbeeh), we notice that
usülies always give its details in the last chapters of their
books, which are usually devoted to kinds of deduction,
especially analogy. The reason is that (ima'a) indicates the
relevant cause behind the judgment whether of similarity or
dissimilarity of causes. So if the Quran says that wine is
forbidden, by (ima'a) we know that intoxication is the cause,
and by analogy, that hashish is forbidden, too, because it is
also an intoxicant. According to usülies, (attributes) vary in the
degree of transparency and relevance, and they are more
transparent and relevant than nouns of entities. Thus, the
attributes: pious, wicked, knowledgeable and ignorant in (30.
a,b) are so transparent and relevant that their(ima'a) verges on
explicitness. Such attributes or descriptions "smell of
causality" as usülies used to say.
As for (30. c), it is an example of the role (ima'a) plays in
coherence: if the (ima'a) shown between square brackets was
not supplied, the Prophet's move would have been irrelevant
and the exchange incoherent. As we shall notice (ima'a) has a
very important role to play in the Arabic equivalent of Qimplicature, namely "mafhümmukhalafa" (negative or opposite
implicature), which depends on restrictive modification. If the
modifier is causal, then the predication or judgment will be
negated when the modifier is negated. Before we leave (ima'a),
let us quote an usülie, Subki (D. 756/1355) in his gloss (Ibhaj
vol.3, p. 41) on the role of relevance in ima'a): (Text B).
If building the judgment on the attribute has a sense of
causality, the relevance of the attribute is a necessary
condition.The author inferred that it is not necessary,
from the fact that if one says: "Respect the ignorant and
disrespect the knowledgeable", it will be disapproved
by convention, and not because of the command by
itself, for respecting the ignorant may be approved of,
due to his nobility or religion and so on, and
disrespecting the knowledgeable may be approved of
due to immorality or stinginess etc. Thus, it turns out

that the disapproval is due to the immediacy of
inference that respecting the ignorant is for his
ignorance, and disrespecting the knowledgeable is for
his knowledge, because by default, there is no other
cause; and hence, it is true that building the judgement
on the attribute definitely implies causality.

An usülie from the recent generation, Muzaffar (1966) gives a
wide range of examples as cases of (ima'a), but some of them
are indirect speech acts and others are implicatures. Among his
other interesting examples are the following:
33a. I reached the river and drank.
(ima'a): I drank water and specifically from the river.
b. I stood up and gave a speech.
(ima'a) I gave the speech while standing.
(Ima'a) explains the enrichments that have to do with causality
such as the expansion examples in (10, 15) above. Cases like
(15) have been the subject of dispute among Usülies. Some
argued that the presence of (and) may give preference to an
explicit linguistic meaning rather than inexplicit (ima'a). The
various senses of the conjunction (and) have been elaborately
discussed in the Usülie literature. Usülies almost agreed that
the common core basic literal meaning of (and) is "absolute
coordination or conjunction" (absolute= neutral, unspecified).
Thus, they consider the additional meanings of (and) as nonliteral. According to context, it may implicate temporal
ordering or simultaneity of conjunctsas in the following
examples from (Izmiri) (D. 1165/1752) (Hashiya on Mira'at,
P.3) "… such as (Bakr and Khalid quarrelled) and (Zaid came
and Amr before him or after him)… Fourthly: to say (Don't eat
fish and drink yoghurt) means forbidding doing them together,
sothat it is permitted to drink yoghurt after eating
fish".Obviously, these additional meanings are what Atlas and
Levinson (1981) term "conjunction buttressing".
Coming to the usülies' concepts of non-original intention (NOI
Ibara) and (ishara), we learn from their account and the
examples they give, thatIshara it is an unintended assumption
entailed by mantuq(what is said). The examples cover a wide
range of cases including presupposition, entailment and
general assumptions.
The (NOI) Ibara in (31. a) is part of the given information not
the new. The focus of the Quranic verse or its intended
message is to refute the unbelievers ‘claim that trading is like
usury. As an unintended by-product of the refutation, we learn
the (NOI) Ibara that trading is permitted and usury is
forbidden, but that is not the point of the verse. The point is to
deny that they are similar. In (31.b), the (NOI) Ibara comes in
the context of the previous verse, which permits the marriage
of more than one women. Again, the precept that one should
be equitable is a given assumption or presupposition, which is
not the main point of the verse. As for Ishara(32), we need to
supply the information that after coitus, both partners are in a
state of (janaba) or ritual impurity due to sex pollution, and
then one cannot say his prayers before complete washing or
bathing. In the case of fasting, there is (ishara) in this verse that
one is permitted to be in (janaba) on the day of fasts. The verse
only permits coitus on the night of fasts. Thus, one can have
coitus at the last moments of night (which are, strictly
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speaking, part of the night), but then one would not have
enough time for bathing. Practically, the verse permits (janaba)
on the day of the fasts. This information is not intended but is
learned by (ishara). However, these inferences were not
without disputes. For instance, some usülies argued that when
one has coitus at night, one should assume the allocation of
enough time for bathing before daybreak, and this expected
assumption can be considered as pragmatic enrichment of the
Quranic verse, an alternative (ishara). Another example of
(ishara) involves the combination of two separate verses
together and to deduce from their combination some
information as an unintended by-product (ishara).
Finally, it is worth mentioning that presupposition and nonoriginal intentionare related in a part-whole relationship. What
usülies mean by saying that it is "unintended inference"is that
it is not part of the focal point of the utterance, but only part of
what is given. It is assumed or entailed, but not asserted or
explicitly said. This property is what is common to both
phenomena.

The Distinction Between Mafhüm and Mantüq Ghair
Sareeh (MGS)
In his gloss (Sharh on Ibn-Hajib) (vol. 2, p. 171),
Igie(D.756/1355)raises the important question concerning the
difference between (mafhüm) and (mantüq Ghair sareeh)
(MGS). He says that it is a question for deep speculation and
he draws the fine line between the two types of inference using
vague terms. Attar in his gloss on Subki's (Jami Jawami, vol. 1,
p. 308) undertakes to clarify it: (Text C).
Thus, the distinction between (mantüq Ghair sareeh)
and (mafhüm) is that although both are unmentioned
judgments, mafhüm is not a judgment of something
mentioned nor one of its states. Rather it is a judgment
of something unmentioned, such as beating in the
"uffin" verse, unlike (mantüq Ghair sareeh), which is a
judgment of something mentioned or one of its states.

As we have said above, "mafhüm" correspondes to GCI.
"Mafhümmuwafaqa", henceforth "mafhüm (+)", and
"mafhümmukhalafa", henceforth "mafhüm (-), correspond to
the Neo-Gricean Q- and I- implicatures respectively. Mafhüm
(+) is a fortiori inference. For instance, the Quranic verse
enjoining children not to disrespect their parents:

Bach (1994: 135) used this very criterion of "mentioning" for
the distinction between impliciture and implicature, which is,
according to him, "a conceptually independent proposition, a
proposition with perhaps no constituents common with what is
said".Since mafhüm (-) is equivalent to Q- implicature, it plays
a role in Levinson's examples of generality Q- narrowing in
(27. a-b) above. As for Levinson's examples of I- narrowing in
(28. a-d), they are explained via the Usülie concepts of
(urfamali) = practical convention, (hathf) = ellipsis and
(idhafa) = genitive, and to these we turn now, but not before
we give an idea of the Arabic concept of "tareedh"(PCI).

34. Say not to them "uffin!" (v. 23, s. 17) ("uffin" is a sign if
impatience).

Tareedh and Particularized conversational Implicature
(PCI)

Mafhüm (+): a fortiori do not harm them more disrespectfully
by beating them or swearing at them, etc.

Mafhüm (-): It is not obligatory on foddered sheep.

The traditional Arabic term for (PCI) is (Tareedh), which
Maghribi (D. 1110/1698) (Mawahib vol.4, p.268) definesas
"using context to cause people to understand", i.e. meaning or
conveying one's intention by the use of context or contextual
clues. Alawi (D. 749/1348) (Tiraz, vol. 1, p. 382) defines it as
"the meaning that is conveyed when the words are said but not
by them… It is the meaning that is signified by the contextual
clues, not by the words". (my emphasis). The often-quoted
example is the use of the Prophetic tradition enjoining
Muslims not to harm their fellow Muslims, to implicate
criticism of a particular Muslim who was known for harming
Muslims:

b. Procrastination of the wealthy (debtor) is unfair.

36. [Said in the presence of Mr. X, who harms Muslims]

Mafhüm (-): Procrastination of the poor (debtor) is not unfair.

"A Muslim is he from whose tongue and hands Muslims are
safe."

Mafhüm and GCI

According to Amidi (D. 631/1233), in mafhüm (-), unlike
mafhüm (+), the inference is in contrast to what is said. It
arises when we use a restrictive modifier in the predication so
that when the modifier is negated the predication is negated,
too. The following are the often quoted usülie examples:
35. a. Payment of (zakat) legal alms is obligatory on
unfoddered sheep.

As an example of the use of the intrusion of mafhüm (-) into
what is said à La Levinson, we quote an example from Shirazi
(D. 476/1083) in his (SharhLuma'a, vol. 1, p.436),where he
gives an example from the Prophetic tradition "The land was
made a mosque to me and its soil pure", where the Prophet
avoided the brief and general alternative "the land was made a
mosque and pure to me", and used the elaborate and particular
to implicate that only the soil of the land is pure. An alternative
analysis might be via the M-principle.For lack of space, we
cannot do justice to the (mafhüm) implicature. (for more
details, see Abdulla, 2015).

Mafhüm (-), (GCI): Anyone who harms Muslims is not a
Muslim.
Tareedh, (PCI): Mr. X is not a Muslim.
The interesting thing in the usülie account is the layering of
meaning: first, the literal sense; second, the figurative
metonymy (hands = action, tongue = speech), third: the
mafhüm (-) or (GCI), the denial of the faith of anyone who
harms Muslims in general; fourth, the (tareedh) (PCI) that the


The verse in (35) above, which is an example of mafhüm (+).
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particular person (Mr. X) is not a Muslim. Attar (D.1250/
1834) in his gloss on (Jami jawami, vol. 1, p. 434) refers to
Sharif Jurjani's (D. 816/1413) account, where he points out that
the metonymic meaning or the mafhüm (-) "counts as literal
meaning" to the (tareedh) because, unlike these meanings, "in
tareedh the words are not used, so it [tareedh] is neither literal
nor non-literal… and it is not the source of truth or falsity,
because the words are not [conventionally] used to convey it".
For the lack of space, we skip the highly sophisticated
accounts of (tareedh), and stress that, with (tareedh), there are
four layers of meaning in the Traditional Arabic model: (1) the
explicit said (mantüqsareeh) (2) the inexplicit said
(mantüqGhairsareeh) (MGS) (3) mafhüm (-/+) (GCI) (4)
Tareedh (PCI). However, the relationship between (MGS) and
mafhüm is vague and needs clarification. Some Arab scholars
(e.g. Ghazzali and Amidi)considered (mafhüm) on a par with
(MGS) in the same way that Relevance theorists reanalyzed
(GCI) as explicature. Nevertheless, there were scholars
whotried to make a distinction (e.g. Attar and Subki).
Practical Convention, Speech Convention and Generality
Narrowing
One of the very important pragmatic notions in the usülie
linguistic tradition is (urfamali), which means practical or
pragmatic convention. Another one is (urfqawli), which means
speech convention and is equivalent tosemantic change. These
notions are behind an usülie pragmatic phenomenon known as
(takhsisumüm),
which
literally
means
generality
particularizing or restriction, which closely resembles
Levinson's term. Sometimes, they work in the opposite
direction of mafhüm (-) or scalar implicature (Lenvinson's Qimplicature). Scalar implicature in its narrow sense (Horn's and
Levinson's) is based on semantic scales of informativeness. In
this regard, the more specific expression is informatively
stronger than the more general one because the specific entails
the general, and the hyponym entails the superordinate, and not
vice versa. Thus, Levinson's examples in (27. a-d) are cases of
narrowing due to mafhüm (-), or Q- implicature: using weaker
expressions implicates the negation of the stronger ones.
However, example (28. a) is due to the usülie notion of
(urfamali),using the general weaker expression to refer to the
specific stronger one.
Now let us quote (Padishah) in his commentary on IbnHumam's (Tahrir, vol.1 p.317) explaning generality narrowing
via (urfamali and urfqawli): (Text D)
Custom is a repeated practice or usage though without a
logical connection. What is meant here is the (urfamali)
or practical convention of a people. According to
Hanafite, in contrast to Shafiite, it is "mukhasislilaam"
i.e., it specifies the general which occurs in the
discourse of interlocutors, such as saying "Food is
forbidden" when their custom is eating bread, then the
word "food" is understood as referring to bread. This is
the Hanafite view. As for specifying the general by
(urfqawli) or speech convention, which is the agreement

among some people that in saying a word, only some of
its extensions are meant, so that nothing is understood
from hearing it but those[extensions], it is agreed upon,
e.g. the use of "beast" to refer to an ass, and the use of
"dirham" to refer to common currency. In our opinion,
there is an agreement on interpreting the order " buy
some meat" as specifically and exclusively referring to
lamb if the custom was to eat it (i.e. lamb); therefore
practical convention ought to be specifying, like speech
convention, because the reason behind both is the same,
namely the specific is what first comes to mind when
hearing the utterance…

The important concepts in this text explain more than
Levinson's examples of generality narrowing. They also
explain cases of semantic change and some other pragmatic
inferences. Actually, the above text is a summary of an earlier
elaborate account of Qarafi (D. 684/1285) in his (Furuq,
No.28), where he gives a detailed legal and linguistic
distinction between (urfqawli) and (urffi'ili). We are not
interested in the legal concept, but it is intertwined with the
linguistic.According to Qarafi, only speech convention
(semantic change) can specify the general legally. He divides it
into two types: lexical and structural, and exemplifies the first
using similar words to those of Padishah's text, but he adds
structural or sentence conventions and, as examples, he gives
the same (iqtidha) examples in (29. a, b, c,) above.
Then, he set a rule to the affect that all the judgments that
originally used to go with actions but then were conventionally
used only with entities, became conventionally instituted to
mean forbidding only the actions related or relevant to those
entities and not any other action. However, he says that there
are structural conventions that are not legal, such as the
convention in Egypt to say "Zaid killed Amr" to indicate
beating, not murdering, (Amr). Moreover, he adds interesting
examples such as saying "He pressed the wine" and "He
ground the flour" and "He killed the killed (the murdered
victim)". Then, Qarafi makes a distinction between "linguists"
and "conventionalists". Linguists argued that these sentences
are not semantically or linguistically true without recovering
the ellipted elements: "He pressed the wine grapes", and "He
ground the flour wheat", and "He killed the living body of the
murdered". However, conventionalists argue that they are true
sentences as they are because they are cases of conventional
change, and the alleged ellipted elements do not come to mind.
Qarafi then defines (urffi'ili)=pragmatic convention as the
frequent conventional use of a word to denote some types of its
extensions to the exclusion of the others. For instance, the
word (garment) is true of linen, cotton, silk, wood, etc.
garments. However, in Egypt, only the first three are used.
Similarly, the word (bread) is true of wheat, chickpeas,and
broad beans bread. However, conventionally, people only use
the last one. Therefore, these are pragmatic conventions, but
the exclusive use of a word to denote one of its extensions to
the exclusion of the others, does not nullify or abolish its
institution for the whole category, because it may denote the
other extensions in other contexts.



(Actually mafhüm (-), unlike Q-implicature, does not depend on entailment
scales. However, both types are negative inferences depending on contrast sets.
For details see Abdulla (2015) ).



Qarafi uses the word (fi'ili) = pragmatic instead of Badishah's (amali) =
practical.
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Then Qarafi goes into sophisticated analyses and discusses
interesting hypothetical cases, which, for lack of space, cannot
be covered here.
The (Mujmal) and Pragmatic Intrusion
Another interesting usülie notion is (mujmal) = ambivalent and
(ijmal) = ambivalence. It was used by Shafiite as a cover term
subsuming all the different types of ambiguity and
indeterminacy that are classified individually in the literature
under rubrics such as (khafi)=vague, (mushtarak)= ambiguous,
(mujmal) = ambivalent, etc. In the following quotation from
Gazzali (D. 505/1111) (Mustasf'a, vol.1, p.360), we can find
examples of almost all the cases of ambiguity and reference
indeterminacy that we quoted from Levinson in (21-23) and
(25) above: (Text E).
(summing up) know that ijmal" (indeterminacy)
occurssometimes in a single lexical item and sometimes
in a structural item, and sometimes in the syntax, the
inflection, anaphoric reference and the boundaries that
demarcate the ends and beginnings of sentences. As for
the single lexical item: it may mean different things, e.g.
the word "ain" (eye) may mean the sun or gold or an
eye or a scale… As for ambiguity in a structural item, it
is such as in the Quranic verse: (Or he, in whose hands
is the marriage tie, agrees to forgo and give her full
dower)), for these words can equally refer to the
husband or the protector. As for that in inflection, it is
such as using "mukhtar" (choosing, chosen) which can
refer to the present participle or past participle. As for
that due to anaphoric reference, it is such as saying "
whatever the wise knows, then huwa = (it/he) is as
huwaknows", for your saying "then huwa (it/he) is as
huwa knows" can equally refer back to "whatever" or to
"the wise" so that one can say "the wise knows the
stone, then he is like stone"

It is worth mentioning that (ijmal) is the term used for
ambiguity and indeterminacy before they are resolved. Usülies
always say that when (ijmal) is resolved, it will be called by
other names according to the degree of its resolution. We
quoted the above text simply because it contains a wide variety
of examples of ambiguity. Now, the anaphoric referent
ambiguity in example (21), the inflectional ambiguity in (22)
and the constituents' bracketing in (23), as well as lexical
ambiguity are all there in the Gazzali text. Tahanawi (D.
1158/1745) in (kashaf, vol. 2, p. 1477) gives some of the
causes of (ijmal) such as lexical ambiguity, ellipsis, difference
of referent, etc. For referent ambiguity, he gives the clear
example, "Zaid beat Amr, and I beat him", where the referent
of (him) is indeterminate between (Zaid) and (Amr).Before the
above text quoted from Gazzali, he outlines the argument of
some usülies who claimed that the (iqtidha) examples such as
those in (29) above are cases of (mujmal). According to
Gazzali (Mustasfa,vol.1p.346), those (iqtidha) examples are
not (mujmal) but are cases of conventional use: (Text F).
Quranic verses like ((forbidden to you are your
mothers)) and ((forbidden to you are carrion,…etc.)) are
not (mujmal). Some Qadaritesargued that they were
(mujmal) because forbidding cannot be predicated of
entities, but what is forbidden is the action,which is
related to the entity, and that action is not known, e.g.
whether a carrion is forbidden for touching, eating,
seeing, selling or benefitting from; therefore it is
(mujmal)… So an action has to be assumed. But actions
are numerous and none takes priority over the others.

Then he undertakes to refute their argument:
However, that is wrong because conventions of use are
like linguistic establishment, and that is why we divided
nouns into conventional and established… and they
[linguists] have no doubt that whoever says "I have
forbidden to you food and drink", means eating and not
seeing or touching; and if he says "I have forbidden to
you this garment", he means wearing…Some people
said it is a kind of ellipsis as in the Quranic verse "and
ask the town", i.e.(its people)… but if by this they mean
to subsume it under (mujmal), then that is wrong; and if
they mean understanding it although it is ellipted, then
that is right; and if they mean to subsume it under nonliterality (majaz), then they must consider conventional
nouns non-literal.

Then Gazzali goes on to address the ijmal in sentence
boundaries: (Text E, cont.)
Or it can be due to sentence boundaries, for to stop at
the word "heavens" in the Quranic verse ((and He is
Allah in the heavens and on earth He knows what you
conceal and what you reveal)) gives a different meaning
from stopping at the word "earth" and restarting at ((He
knows what you conceal and what you reveal)).
Similarly, reciting the holy verse ((but no one knows its
hidden meanings except Allah and those who are firmly
grounded in knowledge [say “we believe in it”] ))
without a pause or stop is different from stopping at
((except Alla)), because the "and" can be a conjunction
or initial; therefore the statement that "five is odd and
even" is true because it is two and three, and so is the
statement that "man is an animal and a body" because
manis an animal and a body, too. However, neither… is
true because man is not an animal and a body, and five
is not even and odd, too, since the conjunction "wa"
(and) can be used to combine parts as well as attributes.

The reason behind Gazzali's response is that (mujmal),
according to usülie terminology, is indeterminate between two
or more interpretations with equal probability, while the
(iqtidha) examples are conventionally interpreted. The
interesting thing in Gazzali's text is the suggestion to consider
(iqtidha) as non-literal in a sense. Earlier (p.342), he classifies
non-literality or (majaz) into three types, the third being
"ellipsis non-literality or majaz, which does not hinder
understanding", and he gives the same Quranic verse as an
example. Later (p. 344), Gazzali gives another interesting
example of ellipsis non-literality: "As for the case when he
says (I have read Muzani and Sibawayhi) and he means their
books, it is just like the verse (and ask the town). It is through



In Arabic the animate/ inanimate distinction is replaced by the
feminine/masculine distinction, and that is the source of indeterminacy.


I added the rest of the verse between square brackets for the sake of clarity.



Qadarites are upholders of free-will.
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ellipting the noun (book) that it means (I have read Muzani's
book) Thus, it is majaz of the third type above".
Obviously, Gazzali's last example of ellipsis majaz is a typical
case of what is known in Arabic rhetoric as (majazmursal)=
non-resemblance majaz. It is also Recanai's very concept of
semantic transfer, which we exemplified in (20. a-c) above.
Gazzali's extension of the explanatory power of the concept
(iqtidha) to explain cases of ellipsis and semantic transfer, is
also echoed in Recanati's examples of saturation (17-19) and
free enrichment and in most of Bach's cases of impliciture (315) above, whether they are completions or expansions. Even
Gazzali's idea that (iqtidha) can be seen as "ellipsis majaz or
non-literality"is revisited by Bach (1994: 134): "Even so,
leaving words out is a kind of non-literality in its own right".
He gives example (11) above and similar examples to illustrate
this idea, and then goes on:
Even though, we may not intuitively think of this
phenomenon as non-literality because no specific words
are being used figuratively, it is a way of not being
literal, because what the speaker says is one thing and
the expanded version of it to be identified by the hearer
is another.

That most cases of Bach's impliciture are actually cases of
inexplicit said, is supported by the fact that most cases of
(iqtidha) and (ima'a) are, like the cases of impliciture (e.g. 16.
a,b), cancellable as can be seen from the examples in (37.a-c),
which are cancellations of the (iqtidha) and (ima'a) in (29. b,c)
and (30. a) aboverespectively:
37a. Forbidden to you is blood [but for shedding, not for
drink].
b. And ask the town [but its remains, not its people].
c. And surely the wicked shall be in hell [but not for their
wickedness].
Of course, we know that blood is forbidden for drink from
another text. However, the cancellation of (ima'a) in (36. c)
sounds more difficult because it reflects the relevance of the
"transparent" attribute (wicked), which cannot be easily
ignored. As for cases like Recanati's example of saturation of
the possessive construction in (17) above, and Levinson's Inarrowing example in (28. d) and other similar cases of
pragmatic enrichment, they were addressed and pragmatically
explained by traditional Arab grammarians under the rubric of
(idhafa) = the genitive. They classify it into various types, the
meanings of which are shown by (unarticulated) prepositions
that relate the (mudhafilayhi) = the superordinate noun phrase
(SNP) to the (mudhaf) = the genitive noun phrases (GNP).
Thus, in (lamiya) type = possessive genitive, the unarticulated
preposition which we provide is (of), e.g., Ali's book, (the
book of Ali). In (dharfiya)= adverbial genitive, the preposition
is (in), e.g., a summer's day (a day in summer), space flight
(flight into space). In (bayaniya) = (partitive?), the preposition
is (from, of), e.g., gold ring (made of gold), milk products
(made from milk).


In Arabic, the genitive is not marked by inflection and the (SNP) is
postmodified by the (GNP)

Obviously, in English grammar, this last type is not considered
as genitive, but as a noun used attributively. It is certainly
behind the I- narrowing in Levinson's example (28. C).
However, these and other types of genitive can be reduced to
the first type (lamiya). According to traditional Arab linguists,
the point is that there has to be an implicit relation of some
kind between the (SNP) and the (GNP) which modifies it and
narrows its generality: the (book) is a general (SNP) but, when
it is related to the (GNP) (Ali) by the relation (X), its
generality is narrowed. Moreover, generality can be narrowed
even further when the free variable of the nature of the relation
between the book and Ali is investigated. It is a linguistically
triggered process, which results in pragmatic enrichment, as
Reacanti pointed out.
Ellipsis and Pragmatic Enrichment
A large proportion of the cases of pragmatic enrichment that
were dealt with above can be attributed to ellipsis. This can be
shown by the fact that the example of (iqtidha) in (29. c)
above: "And ask the town", was classified under different
rubrics by different kinds of scholars. According to Usülies, it
was an instance of iqtidha and conventions of use, whereas to
(balaghies)=rhetoricians, it is(majazmursal) = metonymy (the
use of the name of a place to refer to its inhabitants). To
grammarians, it was a clear case of (hathf) = ellipsis. The
reason behind ellipsis and brevity are Grice's maxim of
relevance and the second maxim of quantity "do not say more
than is required". Levinson (2000: 37) suggests a heuristic that
guides hearers to enrich interpretations: "minimal
specifications get maximally informative or stereotypical
interpretations".
Traditional Arab grammarians' approach to the subject
emphasized the notion of rule-governed recoverability of the
missing element from context, especially the linguistic context,
as in Levinson's example of ellipsis unpacking in (26. a,a')
above. This shows that they think in terms of complete
sentences as the norm. However, Arab rhetoricians' approach
was more pragmatic and they had some awareness of
themodern notion of non- sentential utterances advocated by
Yanofsky (1978) and Stainton (2004). We often use
subsentential or non-sentential utterances to perform fullblown speech acts in the suitable context, as in the following
examples:
38a. Ladies and gentlemen, the President of the US.
b. Fast relief for arthiritic pain.
c. Water!
d. Out!
Taftazani in his gloss on (Mutawal, P. 186) gives a very long
list of various contexts and reasons behind "ellipsis" of the
subject or the predicate. Here is a sample about subject ellipsis:
(Text G)
It requires two things: first the context clues that help
the hearer to recover it, second the reason that motivates
its ellipsis.. Another [motive] is deniability, i.e. ease of
denial when needed, such as: "wicked! Transgressor!"
meaning (Zaid), so that you find it easy to say that you
didn't mean him.. and also like the hunter crying "A
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deer!", for the situation does not allow time for saying
"That is a deer; so hunt it". And for concealing of
information from the audience other than the hearer
such as "[he has] arrived" and abiding by a conventional
use of ellipsis in certain expressions, e.g. " One of his
old mantras!"

Rhetoricians often give very interesting examples of nonsentential utterances, such as:
39a. By God, the crescent! [that’s the crescent!]
b. Sweet patience! [come sweet patience!]
c. In the name of God [I start]
To this category belongs Levinson's example (26. C,C') above,
which Levinsonsays it requires "complex reasoning and not
rule application" to recover. However, many Arab rhetoricians
believed that these were elliptical utterances to be enriched
pragmatically. Nevertheless, many other rhetoricians had other
explanations of utterances where the subject of the transitive
verb does not appear in the sentence. Suyuti (D. 911/1505) in
his (Itqan, Vol. 2, P. 58) reports previous rhetoricians such as
Ibn-Hisham (D. 761/1360) and Jurjani (D. 471/1078): (Text H)
Ibn-Hisham said that grammarians are used to assert the
object's ellipsis by way of (ikhtisar)= summary or
(iqtisar)= limitation. By the first, unlike the second, they
mean the omission of parts specifiable by evidence. The
example they give [for the second] is such as "Eat and
drink.", which means "perform these two acts". The
truth is, as rhetoricians say, sometimes the intention is
to inform only of the occurrence of the act without
specifying the subject or the object, in such a way that
the infinitive is a general unattributed event, as in
saying, "Fire broke out and looting took place". And
sometimes the intention is to inform only of attributing
the action to the subject; therefore, only they are
mentioned and the object is not mentioned nor is it
intended because the intended is like the mentioned.
And it is not consideredellipted because for this purpose
the verb counts as having no object, e.g. "My Lord is
He who makes to live, and makes to die" [v. 258, s.
2]and "Are those who know equal to those who know
not?" [v. 9, s. 39]and "Eat and drink but waste not by
extravagance" [v. 31, s. 7] …, for the meaning is: "My
lord is he who does the act of making to live and
making to die" and "are those who have the property of
knowledge equal to those who do not" and "perform
eating and drinking, and leave off wasting"…

According to this type of analysis, ellipsis by way of (iqtisar) is
not real ellipsis because the alleged "ellipted" part is not
intended and does not come to mind, as if there were a change
of verb class from transitive to intransitive. Does that mean
(iqtidha) is blocked in this case, and no unarticulated element
is assumed or imagined, and consequently, that it is a case of
(mujmal)? If the answer is yes, it will amount to denying
pragmatic intrusion in this case, or maybe denying that it is
linguistically mandated. However, there seems to be some sort
of unarticulated element (though of a very general and



This is a functional non-literal translation of the utterance.

unspecified character); but the fact that it is general does not
negate it (cf. Gazzali's position above).
Grice's Circle and the Nature of Mafhüm
Finally, a form of Grice's circle (the paradoxical relation
between implicature and what is said) did not escape the
Usülies' attention. That was in the context of their disputes
over the nature ofmafhüm (-), which is the equivalent of the
Neo Gricean concept of Q- implicature. There was a divide
between upholders of mafhüm(-) and its rejecters or deniers.
Contrary to what might seem plausible, the rejecters of
mafhüm (-) are closer to Griceans than its upholders. The first
think that it is almost failsafe and reliable in interpreting the
holy text (for legal purposes). The second, by contrast, think
that it is an (istis'hab) = default inference based on what has
been said in contrast to what might have been said, but it is far
from being certain. The deniers of mafhüm (-) reject their
opponents' claim that the negative inference is among the
significations that motivate the restricted modification of what
is said. Amidi in his (Ihkam, vol. p.145) was a rejecter of that
claim because it led to a vicious circle: (Text I)
Because negating the unsaid predication, according to
the upholders of mafhümmukhalafa [-], is a subset of
the signification of what is said. So if the signification
of what is said,which negates the unsaid were
dependent on it [the unsaid] in some way, it would have
been a vicious circle.

Amidi used the vicious circle as a reductio ad absurdum
argument against his opponents, but for lack of space, the
details of the sophisticated arguments and debates of the
Usülies cannot be covered here.
Conclusion
We have seen that the main ideas behind pragmatic intrusion
into what is said were common among Arab jurisprudents and
rhetoricians. Using quotations from those pioneer
pragmaticists, we have shown that most of the concepts
proposed by modern pragmaticistsunder the rubric of
pragmatic intrusion into what is said were familiar to
traditional Arab linguists. They were acquainted with the
substance of notions such as what is said, implicature,
explicature, impliciture, completion, expansion, saturation, free
enrichment, disambiguation, ellipsis unpacking, generality
narrowing, etc. The striking similarity of examples, concept
and analyses is telling. Pragmatic concepts seem to have a
longer history than is commonly assumed. It is recommended
that further research be carried along the same lines on similar
topics.
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